2000 chevy cavalier fuel filter location

The fueling system on a Chevrolet Cavalier is an in-line system made up of several major
components. The fuel line carries fuel from the gas tank to the engine. The fuel pump manages
the flow of fuel, and the fuel filter cleans the fuel for dirt and rust particles. These components
work together to keep your vehicle in good condition. If one component goes bad, it could
seriously damage the engine. You should check your fueling system often and change
components that appear faulty. Replacing the fuel filter on your Cavalier is fairly easy and
requires only one tool. Jump to: navigation , search. For extra safety, engage the parking brake.
Unscrew the gas filler cap from the fuel tank. Open the hood and disconnect the negative cable
from the battery. Put on the gloves and the safety glasses. Crawl underneath the vehicle from
the back near the trunk. Locate the fuel filter. The filter on a Cavalier is mounted to the frame
just in front of the fuel tank. The fuel filter is a cylindrical piece of metal mounted almost directly
below the rear seating area of the vehicle. Inspect the fuel filter and notice that it is connected to
the fuel line by a connector made of metal and plastic. This is called a quick-release fitting.
Apply pressure to the outer tabs of the quick-release fitting until it releases the fuel line from the
fuel filter. If disconnecting the fuel line becomes too hard, you can also apply a fuel line
disconnect tool to force the fuel line from the fuel filter. Use an adjustable wrench to remove the
hex flanges that attach the filter to the frame of the vehicle. Set the hex flanges aside. Slide the
fuel filter out of the mounting bracket and discard the filter. Slide the new filter into the
mounting bracket and bolt it to the frame using a wrench and the hex flanges. Align the fuel line
with the fuel filter. Push the quick-release fittings together over the area where the fuel line
meets the fuel filter. The retaining tabs should snap into place, letting you know that the fuel
filter is secure. Pull on the fuel line to ensure that the fuel filter is tightly attached. Crawl from
under the vehicle. Screw the gas filler cap back onto the fuel tank. Reconnect the negative cable
to the battery. The fuel line disconnect tool is called a disconnect tool J, part number J Keep
open flames and lit tobacco away from your fueling system when performing maintenance on it.
Categories : Repairs Chevrolet Cavalier. Navigation menu Personal tools Create account Log in.
Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last modified on 8
May , at A few feet from the end of the car, located in the middle basically right after the trunk.
To change it is pretty easy if you take the plastic clips sort of off this gave me LOTS of trouble
but now I can take off this end in 2 seconds. Then pull that side out watch out - you will have
gas come out. Then unscrew the other side. I had to take off another part to unscrew this side
because of little room. I'm pretty sure it is on the frame rail behind the fuel tank. If not there,
check on drivers side under the vehicle near the rear tire. Hope this helps and good luck.
Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Gerard Depardieu charged
with rape, sex assault in Paris. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to get help. FOMO
trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Poll:
Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds
for some. Britney Spears defended by former child star. Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after
crash. Update: is it hard to change? Update 2: Thanks alot boo boo!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Answer Save.
Favorite Answer. Hope the infromation was useful to you. This Site Might Help You. RE: where
is the fuel filter located on cavalier? Rebecca Lv 4. How do you think about the answers? You
can sign in to vote the answer. Cruiser Lv 4. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking
now. Asked by Wiki User. A Chevy Cavalier does not have a cabin air filter. These standard
vehicles came with an engine air filter located under the hood of the vehicle, in the air box. The
horn is located in the center of the steering wheel on the Chevy Cavalier. Its on the backside of
the engine between the engine and firewall nearest the passenger side. You can get to it from
under the hood. None of the full size Chevy vans have a cabin filter. There are several vacuum
hoses routed throughout a Chevy Cavalier. To find the hoses, use a factory service repair
manual of a Chevy Cavalier. The bottom of the oil pan,,,it is a 15mm. I the front of the vehicle, I
believe on the drivers side by the headlights. Rear of the engine block. The vacuum lines for a
Cavalier are located all over the engine bay and under the dash. A break in any line can cause
rough running. Outside, right behind the bumper on passenger side. On a Chevy Monte Carlo it
is along the frame rail on the drivers side. The fusible link on a Cavalier is under the hood. It is
located at the lower front of the engine. On it is in the rear of glove box --perhaps the same.
They are not adjustable. Ask Question. Fuel Filters. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User
Answered Answer The fuel filter is located right behind the gas tank, towards the front of the
car. Answer On most fuel injected cars, the fuel filter is underneath the car in the gas line. If not
if you follow the metal line forward from the tank, you should find it. Answer Towards the back
and center. Answer Just forward of the gas tank. Not hard to get to or change, just a bit time
consuming. Related Questions. How do you change the cabin air filter in cavalier? Where is
horn located on a chevy caliver? Where is the transmission solenoid located on a Chevy
Cavalier? Where is the oil filter located on a Chevy Cavalier? How to change Chevy cavalier ac

evaporator? Where is the cabin ac filter located on a Chevy cargo van ? Where are the vacuum
hoses on a Chevy Cavalier? How do you reset a Chevy Cavalier bcm? Where is the oil drain bolt
located on a Chevy cavalier? Where is the horn located on a Chevy Cavalier? Does the oil filter
for a Chevy cavalier need a special wrench? How many fuel injector does a Chevy cavalier
have? Where is the crank sensor located on a Chevy Cavalier 4 cyl 22L? Will a 2. Where is the
vacuum lines located on a Chevy cavalier model with a 2. Where is the fuel filter located on a
Chevy Metro? Where is the fuel filter located for Chevy Malibu? Where is the fuel filter located
on a Chevy Monte Carlo? Where is the fusible link located on a Cavalier? Where is the flasher
fuse for a Chevy cavalier located? Where is the crankshaft sensor located on a Chevy Cavalier
Will the crankshaft sensor affect the timing? Where in Chevy Venture cabin filter located? How
do you adjust rocker valves on Chevy cavalier ? Where is the map sensor located on a cavalier?
Trending Questions Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is
silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the United States
Postal Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in
order? Asked By Wiki User. How many times does 14 go into ? How many feet in 7 years? How
many 3s in ? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music
become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without
crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica
Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals
name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all
time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter.
Previously Viewed Where is the fuel filter located on a Chevy Cavalier? Unanswered Questions
What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is not
properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson of
tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke? Give
the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material on
this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with
prior written permission of Multiply. My girl friend has a chevy cavalier with a fuel pump
problem. We replaced fuel pump a month ago and four years before that. The pump won't work
some times. Fuse is good and have swapped relays too. It's been three weeks since it quit last
time. I"ve checked all the plugins and used dialectric grease on all plugs. Has anyone else had
these problems? Don't know if this is related, but years ago I had a problem with my fuel pump
not a Chevy , not working and blowing fuses, the problem turned out to be the voltage regulator
on the alternator. Or just buy a new cap. As long as there is pressure in the gas tank, the fuel
pump will probably work fine with a plugged vent, but if on a cold day a vacuum builds up, the
pump can't get suction, it'll cavitate, run hot the fuel cools the pump , and use excess amps and
burn out. Also, a lot of cars now have two fuel pumps--one at the tank and one at the engine. If
the one at the tank is broken or poorly functioning, it might be the problem. Thank click and
clack. It's what they would say. Your connection will work because they fit cars built after You
reset the codes for the car and try starting it and driving it until the light kicks on again. The
display will not only tell you what the problems for every issue the car has. I used it on my Kia
Sportage. It was running rough, it not only told me that it was missing on a cylinder but told me
which cylinder was missing. I had a fouled plug. They are worth the investment and it's good to
know in advance what you are taking your car in the shop for instead of paying extra for the
shop to waste labor doing a lot of troubleshooting. Cavaliers have come up on these forums
more then any other automobile about having problems. I used to sell cars for a Dodge, BMW,
Suzuki dealership and we had about 4 used Cavaliers and all of them were plagued with being
hard starters to begin with and were hard to see. Cavaliers seem to me to be a poor car. Try
checking for a good ground for the pump, use a multimeter at the underhood plugin, and also
look for a hot spot melted plastic in the fuse panel under the hood. Remove the associated
relays and fuses and check for a bad female connector that the relays and fuses plug into , the
plastic around the bad connector will be melted slightly from the heat generated by a poor
connection. I have seen this before. Replace the fuel filter. If you can get to the pump plug under
the back seat i would also suggest you check for corroded wiring at the pump plug itself.
Remove the plugin at the tank and pull each wire on the plug with needle nose pliers , if one
wire seems to stretch as you pull then you have found the culprit. I have seen this in a 10 year
old vehicle. Best of luck. My car is doing the same thing, excelerating to the speed limit then
shutting off. After it sits for about 10 - 15 minutes, it will start back up again, only to stop after
driving for a little bit. What ended up fixing the problem with your car? I can't say for the
Cavalier specifically, but Chevy likes to use the oil pressure gage input to run the fuel pump.
The relay is just for a signal to get the process started until the oil pressure comes up. The oil
pressure sending unit from Chevy is a problem even when new. Look for the test plug in for

when the car was new. One wire socket of the plug when jumped with power will run the fuel
pump for test purposes only do not try until you know which one. If you plan to work on this car
very much get the code reader and a Helms service manual over You will be surprised what can
be done with them. This thread seems to be struggling to go forward. Perhaps this old post will
shed some new ideas around. This vehicle has a fuel pump test lead under the hood. It is red in
color. It is at the rear of the driver's side front shock absorber tower. There should be about six
inches of the wire sticking out of the harness. The end of the red wire has a black plastic
terminal protector over it. If you run a jumper wire with a 10 amp fuse in it to this red wire, the
car should run. If it does, you have a problem in the oil pressure switch circuit. This oil pressure
switch circuit starts at the 20 amp "fuel control fuse". That fuse is not in the fuse panel, it
should be under the hood, behind the passenger front shock tower. Look for the orange wire in
and out of a small black plastic housing, 1"x1. Test this fuse next. From the fuse it then runs
through an orange wire to the oil pressure switch. After the oil pressure switch the wire is now
tan with a white tracer on it. That wire runs all the way to the in tank fuel pump. On that part
about the jumper wire. Right to the battery terminal. I included the fuse as a safety precaution,
in case there is a short. If not the wire should provide power to the in tank electric fuel pump.
When you jumped the red wire, did the old fuel pump run or make any noises? I thought you
were trying to find what it took to get the old pump to run? I've been having the same problem. It
started a couple of years ago. Car just quit on me. Had tank and all pulled and came to find out
it is just in the wiring. Someone rewired it right to the fuse box inside the car. Then I had a
college redo it. Ran fine for months and couple of days ago, same darn thing. When it don't
start, all I do is bang on the gas tank just like you would with a starter and will fire up. Almost
looks like the wiring might be pinched. I'm wondering if this could be a flaw in these cars. But,
it's a temporary solution till I can get it looked at. Winter now and don't make it any easier!!
Hope this helps. Banging on the fuel pump may signal a bad fuel pump itself. Try to not let the
fuel level drop below half. If the in tank pump stays submerged in fuel, it may not need to be
"bang started" Good luck. Bob C I know this is an old post but it sure sounds like you know
what your taking about. I am looking for the red lead test wire but I am not seeing it Anywere
else it could be When I pulled the filter I noted that I got quite a bit of fuel that came out, like
almost gushing out compared to when I do my 06 F At first I just turned that key over a few
times to re prime the fuel lines then went to crank it, still got a no start I checked all the fuses
and relays for the fuel pump and all are good. I then pulled the fuel line back off the filter and
had someone crank it over and I got nothing out of the fuel line Whats going on here? Is there a
fuel pump inertia switch for this car? I looked forever in the owners manual and did not see
anything about one Sorry for the time delay. If you can not find the red plastic terminal
connector, go to the oil pressure switch. There should be three wires on it if there is only one
OPS, and two wires if there is a separate oil pressure switch for the gauge, or light. Look for a
tan colored wire in the wires that are connected to the OPS. Run a jumper wire from the battery
positive to the tan wire, BUT, use a 20amp inline fuse in the jumper wire to protect everything.
That should bring power to the fuel pump. Listen for it while jumping. This would be the power
being used by the fuel pump. Some times allowing a fuel pump to become dry will cause it to
seize. You may be able to bump start it and buy some time with it, but it should not thought as a
repair. Try connecting the jumper wire and then bumping the bottom of the fuel tank. This may
start it again. If that does not cause the pump to run, it may need a new pump. This is fairly
common in these vehicles. Before you replace a pump, check the tan wire at the fuel pump
connector. It should be live with the jumper wire connected. If not, do not remove the fuel tank
until you can bring power to the fuel pump. Good luck. There is also a ground wire for the
electric fuel pump in the area near the tank. It should be black. It must be grounded to make the
pump work. Fuel problem on 94 cavalier. Fuel pump not running but I do not think it is getting
power. Tried the jump you suggest and still no fuel. You refer to a tan and white wire at the fuel
pump. My circuit diagram says grey goes to the fuel pump. Is this a model year difference? I
unhooked the connector with the grey wire at the pump and checked for voltage while in run
and cranking - no voltage. Before I try the jump on this to see if I have a bad wire, I want to be
sure I am checking the right thing. The other two wires are red and black and appear to be the
fuel guage. There is another connector here with red, black and brown. Want to be sure I am
checking the right one. I have had the same problem with my wife's Chevy Cav. It all started
when she ran out of gas on the highway. I purchased a new fuel pump and replaced it. About a
month later, I could not get the car to start and I thought that is was the fuel pump again since
the car would turn over but not run. After about a month of research and forum reading I was
not able to find a solution to fuel pump dilema. I went back and dropped the tank again to check
the wires and make sure nothing had come loose. Everything looked good, so I put it all back
together. When I went to crank the engine it started. Fuel was pumping to the engine and it all

looked good again. About two weeks later it did the same thing, again. Long story short I have
figured out that if I disconnect the wiring harness where it plugs into the body of the vehicle let
it sit for a while and plug it back in; the fuel pump will start working again. I have considered
everything from the oil pressure switch, the fuel pump relay, the ignition switch, and the ignition
control module. I looked some of the service history on the car and noticed that the ignition
switch was replaced on the vehicle in for excessive heat. I have also seen that the ignition
switch is a cause for problems in the vehicles. I am not sure whether this combined with other
issues would cause the unique problem and solution that I have. In your case, if you are going
to the harness to disconnect it, why don't you attach an additional wire to the wire that is used
to supply power to the pump between the pump and the harness where you are disconnecting
it? If you get a small indicator light and attach it to the new wire, you will be able to see if there
is power to the pump when you find it dead. Just a thought that would not cost much, and is
within the range of what you are already doing. Read post 19, and let me know if that allows
your pump to run. Normally the pump receives power through the oil pressure switch, and only
relies on the relay to start the car. Having a related, though not all together similar problem with
a 99 cavi 2. After a bumpy ride down a Montana dirt road, we got back to town and later that
week it blew the fuel pump fuse that's located in the cab. Replaced the fuel pump, the fuel filter,
didn't fix it. Later saw a minor wear on the wire located under the rear seat pad in the back, right
next to the drive line hump, taped that and it worked for a bit. Then stupidly we took it out in the
wilds bumpy roads blew the fuse again. Couldn't tape it back to working. I've since grown
frustrated. I can't find much of use on this problem on the internet. I noticed above in this thread
that you could jump from the oil pump switch. Would this be a good test to indicate whether the
OPS is the culprit, or might it be useless as the reason for a fuse to blow is too large of a draw
or a short to ground? Perhaps just a few suggestions at this stage would be helpful. Take a test
light or voltmeter, and test the bare exposed wire for voltage. It should have 12 volts for one
second when the ignition switch is first turned on, It should also have 12 volts while holding the
ignition switch in the start position. And once there is oil pressure, it should also have the 12
volts. I can't do any tests because the initial 3-second prime that is supposed to happen during
a key-on situation, is what blows the fuse in the cab. The "exposed wire" you're referring to isn't
the problem, I don't think it ever was, I just taped it as a cautionary measure. From the wiring
diagram I can't really determine where to start looking for a short. Granted that a short is what I
have surmised as being the problem for such a large draw i. OK, that alone gives us something
to work with. To save the cost of fuses, you can get a circuit breaker that is the same amp rating
as the fuse, but will reset either manually, or automatically. First try to find the oil pressure
switch. It might be handy to have an indicator light that feeds from that breaker to make it easier
to evaluate. If the oil switch is not the short, the next place that I would try is as close as you
can get to the fuel tank sending unit. If there is an accessible connector, remove it and try again.
If there is no accessible connector, I would determine what color the power feed to the fuel
pump is, and snip that wire for the test. Not a recommended practice normally, but your
alternative would be dropping the fuel tank. I have one more trick for you. For some years, GM
left a fuel pump test plug under the hood. It will have a red plastic connector. It is the only red
connector there. It is usually located on top of the driver's side front wheel well. Or, against the
fire wall, between the master cylinder, and the driver's side hood hinge. It is always inches
lower than the hood line. It may be tapped to the other wires in a harness with a black cloth or
paper tape. That connector is connected directly to the fuel pump power supply. New Post.
Comments Format:. Subscribe to Discussion :. CR4 allows you to "subscribe" to a discussion
so that you can be notified of new comments to the discussion via email. Rating Vote:. Score 1
Score 2 Score 3 Score 4 Score 5. Add Vote. Interested in this topic? By joining CR4 you can
"subscribe" to this discussion and receive notification when new comments are added. Regards
JD. Jack Jersawitz. On another note: Cavaliers have come up on these forums more then any
other automobile about having problems. Anonymous Poster. Education is figuring out which
half is which. I hope this will allow you to do some additional testing. Bob, On that part about
the jumper wire. Welcome to the insanity. Rule 1 The last one that touched it screwed it up. Here
is the problem.. Bob: Your info on this old thread is the most useful I have found. Hope it it still
active. Thanks Barry. I hope this helps! I still have to do the harness disconnect thing every two
to three weeks. Find out when you have voltage at that repair spot. From there, I can guide you
further. Ask a Question Start a Discussion. Change Mode. Rate this. Comments: Nested.
Register to Reply. Posts: Good Answers: How do you know it is the fuel pump? O btw, its a with
the 2. Welcome to the site. BTW, welcome to the site. General Discussion: Go. I am an extremely
novice of very limited mechanical ability, however I can follow instructions. My Chevy Cavalier
2. I suspect plugs are getting in bad shape, but I also suspect that the fuel filter may be the
culprit as I am not, repeat not experiencing any rough engine, or trouble starting it, or loss of

power to speak of so I am focusing on the fuel filter for now. I have no idea if their is one or two
fuel filters on the 2. Can you help me to find the fuel filter s so I can replace it or them to see if
that is in fact the culprit. Thank you very much and I hope you choose to have a very, nice day if
you want to. Sincerely Jerry P. Do you. Hey Jerry Yeah it needs some attention.. To answer your
question I think it is a 17 mm and a 22 mm wrenches you need.. You need to remove the
charcoal cannister to access it.. This guide will help walk you through the job with the location
in the diagrams below. The disconnect side can be removed by pressing n the two detents
holding it there and pulling the filter out. Look at the new one to better understand that. Check
out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed.
Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Are there any engine light codes on? If so, retrieve
them and post and I will follow up with diagnosis for them. Fuel filter should be located right
above the rear axle. Loosen the fuel tank filler cap in order to relieve fuel tank pressure.
Connect a fuel pressure gauge with bleed hose to the fuel pressure test port connection. Wrap a
towel around the fuel pressure connection when installing the fuel pressure gauge in order to
avoid fuel spillage. Install the bleed hose into an approved container and open the valve in order
to bleed the fuel system pressure. The fuel pipe connections are now safe for servicing. Drain
any fuel remaining in the fuel pressure gauge into an approved container REMOVAL continued :
Remove the fuel filter from the fuel line using a back-up wrench on the filter. Grasp the filter and
nylon connection line fitting. Disconnect the quick-connect fitting from the fuel filter. Remove
the fuel filter from the bracket. This will help ensure proper connection and prevent possible
fuel leaks. During normal operation, the O-rings located in the female connector will swell and
may prevent proper connection if not lubricated. Install the fuel filter in the mounting bracket.
Connect the quick-connect fitting to the fuel filter using the following procedure: Apply a few
drops of clean engine oil to the male ends of the filter and the fuel sender assembly. Once
installed, pull on both ends of each connection to be sure they are secure. Install or connect the
following: New O-ring Fuel filter. Torque the fitting to 20 ft. Negative battery cable Pressurize the
fuel system and verify no leaks. My car was having no trouble starting even though I have a
dead cell in my battery. I was driving along and my battery light came on and my engine stalled.
I was able to turn the engine wth the battery so I know that isn't the problem. I have changed the
relay and am going to change the filter. I replaced the pump 2 years ago. Do you have any
ideas? If your battery light came on while driving, it is an indication that there may be
something wrong with the electrical system. You need to have the electrical system tested
battery, starter, and
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alternator. While you are at the parts store to have the system tested, take a look at the belt and
make sure that it is tight and still in good condition. Fuel pump quit working and trying to locate
fuel filter. Hello, The fuel filter is located under the vehicle. Check the picture 1 and 2. Thank you
for using 2CarPros. Images Click to enlarge. Where is my fuel filter located on a Chevy Cavalier ,
2. I think it's back underneath in front of gas tank. Use wrenches it has connector nuts I believe.
Where is the fuel filter located? Hello, Here is a guide to help walk you through the steps of
changing the fuel filter with diagrams below to show you on your car. The fuel filter is located
on the cross member just forward of the fuel tank. I need to no more information on the location
of the fuel filter. Maybe a diagram or sketch Was this answer. Please login or register to post a
reply. Fuel Pressure Problem Left Work. Stopped At Fuel Filter? Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free!

